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Today’s Topics
• Questions?  Comments?
• Fourier Transforms

– Using the DFT to enhance images
– FFT

• Compression
• quick overview of JPEG compression
• Huffman Coding
• Run Length Encoding
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Sinusoids as a Basis
• After transforming an image to its DFT, we can process the image in 

the frequency domain (e.g. change parts of the amplitude spectrum) 

and then do an inverse DFT to get an altered image.

• Useful in 
– enhancing images to remove certain frequencies (e.g. high 

frequency noise)
– extracting texture features --- the coefficients of certain frequencies 

can be used describe certain textures
– image compression

• can keep only some coefficients
• e.g. Jpeg uses DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) which has 

similarities to a DFT, but with some nicer things (no complex 
coefficients, etc.) as part of its compression scheme  
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Sinusoids as a Basis
• Think about the Frei-Chen basis.  Suppose we had a 3x3 image that 

matched (proportionally) to one of the basis images.  Then we 

transform that image using the Frei-Chen basis.  What will the 

resulting coefficients be?

• e.g.    

• 0   10   0

• 4    0    4

• 0   10   0
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Sinusoids as a Basis
• Now, how about an image of a perfect cosine wave?  Then we 

transform that image using the Fourier transform.  What will the 

resulting coefficients be?
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Sinusoids as a Basis
• Given an image Iinput

• Filtering in the frequency domain
– Compute the DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) of the 

image Iinput resulting in F
– Multiply the F by a filter function H
– Compute the inverse DFT (IDFT) to get Ioutput
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Sinusoids as a Basis
• Typically the center pixel is u=0, v=0 of a power spectrum.

• As we said last time:
– the magnitudes of the complex coefficients will often have a 

huge range
– for display, we use a log scale

• Notice that Magnitude of F(u,v) = Magnitude of F(-u, -v)
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Sinusoids as a Basis
• The cost of computing the DFT as described is expensive.

• If the image is M by N pixels big, and we consider that n is the number 

of pixels, let's analyze the DFT.
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Sinusoids as a Basis
• The cost of computing the DFT as described is expensive.

• If n is number of pixels in original image it is an n*n algorithm.

• The Fast Fourier Transform exploits the separability of the fourier 

transform and performs a 1d transform along each row and a 1d 

transform along each column.  It also exploits another property of the 

Fourier transform to speed up its computation.

• FFT can be done in  n * log n  time.
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Compression
• Compression is the idea of taking some input with some size and 

converting it to a smaller sized output that represents the input.
– If the input can be recovered perfectly from the output by 

some reverse process then it is lossless compression.
– If the input cannot be recovered perfectly from the output 

by some reverse process then it is lossy compression.
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JPEG Compression
• DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) computation on 8x8 blocks of pixels

• Quantize the coefficients

• Do Run Length Encoding as well as Huffman coding

• We will cover all parts of this algorithm, in detail.  Since JPEG uses 

Huffman coding and run length coding within its algorithm, let me 

present each of these separately before we cover the whole JPEG 

algorithm.
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Huffman Coding
• Huffman coding is a lossless compression technique. 

• Let's consider how text is stored and how huffman coding might work 

to compress text.

• Storage for ASCII is 8 bits per character and UNICODE is 16 bits per 

character --- every character is encoded with the same number of bits.
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Huffman Coding
• Huffman coding does this:

– Given a file of characters we examine the characters and 
sort them by frequency.

– The ones that occur most frequently are represented with 
fewer bits and the ones less frequently occurring are 
represented with more bits. 

– Hence this is a variable length (each character is encoded 
with different numbers of bits) coding algorithm.

• How does that result in compressed data?
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Huffman Coding
• Huffman codes for the characters can be generated by creating a tree 

where the characters are in leaf nodes.  

• Each link contains a 0 or 1.

• The paths from root to leaves create the huffman code for the character 

at the leaf. 

• Also, non leaf nodes contain the sum of all the frequencies of children.  
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Huffman Coding
• Start out with a forest of trees, all being one node each. Each node 

represents a character and the frequency of that character. The weight of 

a tree is the sum of its nodes' frequencies and this weight is stored in the 

root.

• While there are more than one tree in the forest
– The two trees (tree1 and tree2) with the smallest weights are 

joined together into one tree with the root set to have the 
weight as the sum of the two subtree weights.

– Tree1 is made to be the left subtree of the root and tree2 is 
the made to be the right subtree of the root

– Assign a 0 to the left link and a 1 to the right link of each 
node.

• The tree generated will be an optimal Huffman encoding tree.
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Huffman Coding
• Let's see an example of generating the huffman codes by creating a 

huffman tree for the following text: 

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth, upon this 

continent, a new nation

• Things to note: 
– length of the string is 91 characters (including letters, spaces 

and commas)
– there are 22 unique characters
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Huffman Coding
• Since we are supposed to start out with a forest of trees, where each 

tree is one node only and each node represents a character and its 

frequency.  What should we do?
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Huffman Coding
• Since we are supposed to start out with a forest of trees, where each 

tree is one node only and each node represents a character and its 

frequency.  What should we do?

• Count up the frequency of each character in the text we are to 

compress.
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Huffman Coding
6 a

1 b

2 c

1 d

7 e

2 f

2 g

4 h

3 i

9 n

9 o

1 p 

7 r

5 s

7 t

4 u

1 v

1 w

1 y

15 space

2 ,

1 F
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Huffman Coding

2 g

2 ,

3 i

4 h

4 u

5 s

6 a

7 e

7 r

7 t

9 n

9 o

15 space

sorted by frequency
1 b

1 d

1 p 

1 v

1 w

1 y

1 F

2 c

2 f
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Huffman Coding
• Let's build the tree on the board.

• Start with a forest of trees, where each tree is one node only and each 

node represents a character and its frequency --- we'll need to refer to 

the last slide to see the initial forest of trees.

• Let's look back at the instructions on how to join trees …
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Huffman Coding
• One valid Huffman tree from that data is on next slide.

• We start with a forest of trees, where each tree is one node only and 

each node represents a character and its frequency

• Start with 22 individual trees, each containing one node

• Join the two least weight trees together into one tree and repeat

• Join   b1,d1   p1,v1   w1,y1   F1,c2    f2, g2   comma2, bd2   pv2,wy2 

Fc3,i3    

• At this point we have these 14 trees in order by weight: 

• u4   h4  commabd4   pvwy4   fg4   s5  Fci6  a6  e7  r7  t7  9n  9o  

15space   
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Huffman Coding
• Now that the tree is built, do you recall how we assign a code to each 

character from this tree?
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Huffman Coding
            code

6 a       1001

1 b       000010

2 c       100001

1 d       000011

7 e       1010

2 f       01000

2 g       01001

4 h       11000

            code

3 i       10001

9 n       001

9 o       011

1 p       000100

7 r       1011

5 s       0101

7 t       1101

4 u      11001

                 code

1 v            000101

1 w           000110

1 y            000111

15 space   111

2 ,            00000

1 F           100000
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Huffman Coding
• encoded phrase:  Four score and seven years ago

• I stopped at the word “ago” due to laziness:

• 100000011110011011111010110000101110111010111100100100001

111101011010000101101000111100011110101001101101011111001

01001011
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Huffman Coding
• Now how do we decode the phrase (get the original phrase back)?

• Note that no character encoding is a prefix of any other character encoding.
– What does that mean?
– Why is it necessary?

• Let's decode this:

10000001111001101111101011000010111011101011110010010000111110

101101000010110100011110001111010100110110101111100101001011     

                 

• Follow the bits down the tree from the root and once you hit a leaf you 

have the character: 100000=F,  start at root again 011=o

• ...
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Huffman Coding
• How many bits to encode the entire phrase?
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Huffman Coding
• How many bits to encode the entire phrase?

• 6*4 + 6 + 2*6 + 6 + 7*4 + 2*5 + 2*5 + 4*5 + 3*5 + 9*3 + 9*3 + 6 + 

7*4 + 5*4 + 7*4 + 4*5 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 15*3 + 2*5 + 6 = 366

• How many bits to encode the 91 characters using UNICODE?  Using 

ASCII?
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Huffman Coding
• How many bits to encode the entire phrase?

• 6*4 + 6 + 2*6 + 6 + 7*4 + 2*5 + 2*5 + 4*5 + 3*5 + 9*3 + 9*3 + 6 + 

7*4 + 5*4 + 7*4 + 4*5 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 15*3 + 2*5 + 6 = 366

• How many bits to encode the 91 characters using UNICODE?  
91*16 = 1456

• Using ASCII?  
91*8 = 728 

• We can do better than those --- how many bits would be necessary (for 

same length encoding for each) if we wanted to represent 26 lowercase 

letters, 26 upper case letters, space and comma?
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Huffman Coding
• We can do better than those --- how many bits would be necessary (for 

same length encoding for each) if we wanted to represent 26 lowercase 

letters, 26 upper case letters, space and comma?

• That's 54 characters which would require 6 bits (5 wouldn't be enough 

can only represent 32 different values in 5 bits).  6 bits can represent 64 

different values (which is more than enough to represent the 54 

characters.)
91*6 = 546
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Huffman Coding
• You might think that is overkill (or still an unfair comparison) because 

we only have 22 unique characters.

• If we were to use the same length encoding for each of the 22 

characters only --- how many bits would be necessary for each 

character?
– 5 bits each, 
– notice 4 is too few (only can represent 16 different values in 

4 bits)

91*5 = 455



Huffman Coding
• How many bits to encode the entire phrase using huffman coding?

• 6*4 + 6 + 2*6 + 6 + 7*4 + 2*5 + 2*5 + 4*5 + 3*5 + 9*3 + 9*3 + 6 + 7*4 

+ 5*4 + 7*4 + 4*5 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 15*3 + 2*5 + 6 = 366

• UNICODE, 16 bit same length encoding:   91*16 = 1456

• ASCII, 8 bit same length encoding:            91*8 = 728 

 54 characters w/ same length encoding:      91*6 = 546

 Only the 22 unique characters w/ same 

length encoding:                                           91*5 = 455

 Huffman code beats all these choices 

 366 (variable length huffman) < 455 (best same length encoding)
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Huffman Coding
• Huffman coding is an optimal coding for coding each symbol 

(character) independently. Other coding schemes could supply codes 

for a group of characters and possibly get better compression.

• e.g. common digraphs like th, er each as a group with one code or a 

common trigraph like the, ion, ing each with their own code
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Run Length Encoding
• Run length encoding is, like Huffman coding, also a lossless 

compression algorithm.  

• It represents the data as pairs 
– the value of a piece of data followed by the number of times 

that piece of data is repeated

• This algorithm works well when have large numbers of contiguous 

repetitions of data and it works poorly when have few / zero contiguous 

repetitions
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Run Length Encoding
• For example purposes, consider that the repetition number of times 

takes up the same amount of space as one piece of the data.  So, say our 

original data is 1 byte (8 bits each) per piece of data and each run 

length can be stored in a byte (can store up to value 255 in a byte).
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Run Length Encoding
• Example:

qqqwwwwwweeeeerrrrrrrrtttttttttt

• RLE of that:
3q6w5e8r10t

• What's the compression rate here?

• Original data is made up of 32 characters, hence 32 bytes

• Run length encoded result is 10 bytes (1 per run length, 1 per letter)

• 3.2 : 1 ratio

• so, the compressed data is about 1/3 the size of original
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Run Length Encoding
• Example:

qqqwwwwwweeeeerrrrrrrrtttttttttt

• RLE of that:
3q6w5e8r10t

• How can we decode the run length encoded data?

• We know that the rle is in the format of 1 byte representing a run 

length followed by 1 byte representing the letter so for each pair of 

bytes we take the second byte (the character) and output it repeated the 

1st byte (run length) number of times.
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Run Length Encoding
• This works well when have large number of contiguous repetitions

and works poorly when have few / zero contiguous repetitions.

• How bad can it be?
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JPEG Compression
• DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) computation on 8x8 blocks of pixels

• Quantize the coefficients

• And then incorporates Run Length Encoding as well as Huffman 

coding (the two algorithms we just covered)
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JPEG Compression
• 1. divide the image into 8x8 blocks 

– each 8x8 block of 64 pixels is level shifted and the 2D DCT 
of the level shifted 8x8 block is computed 

• 2. The DCT coefficients are quantized by dividing each by a set of 

normalization values and are then rounded.

• 3. The normalized coefficients are ordered in a zigzag fashion into a 1d 

sequence.

• 4. Run length encoding and huffman coding are used on the normalized 

coefficients.

• Which step(s) do you think cause(s) the compression to be lossy?
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JPEG Compression
• 1. divide the image into 8x8 blocks 

– each 8x8 block of 64 pixels is level shifted and the 2D DCT 
of the level shifted 8x8 block is computed 

• 2. The DCT coefficients are quantized by dividing each by a set of 

normalization values and are then rounded. THE ONLY LOSSY STEP

• 3. The normalized coefficients are ordered in a zigzag fashion into a 1d 

sequence.

• 4. Run length encoding and huffman coding are used on the normalized 

coefficients.

• Let's discuss each of these steps in turn.
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JPEG Compression
• First the 2d Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)

• This is similar to the Discrete Fourier Transform but instead of each 

basis image being a made up of complex values, each basis image in 

the 2d DCT contains real (not complex) values computed from a 

formula containing the cosine function.

• The coefficients are also real (not complex) numbers.
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The 64 2d DCT basis images

public domain image 



DCT

from Wallace, THE JPEG STILL PICTURE COMPRESSION STANDARD, IEEE Transactions on 

Consumer Electronics, Vol. 38, No. 1, FEBRUARY 1992.
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JPEG Compression
• Let's look at a couple of example images.  I started from two bmp files 

(which is an uncompressed image format)

• Let's also zoom in to look at the quality of parts of the images.
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JPEG Compression
• Let's look at a couple of example images.  I started from two bmp files 

(which is an uncompressed image format).

1024 x 768 x 3 bytes per pixel --- uncompressed size = 2359296 bytes

# bytes|Image name   |compression quality |compression ratio

2359350 Image1.bmp    original, uncompressed      1   : 1  

 171965 Image1090.jpg     90% JPEG quality       13.7 : 1

 100085 Image1070.jpg     70% JPEG quality       23.6 : 1

  59168 Image1050.jpg     50% JPEG quality       39.9 : 1

  39854 Image1030.jpg     30% JPEG quality       59.2 : 1

  18268 Image1010.jpg     10% JPEG quality      129.2 : 1
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JPEG Compression
• another (balloons)                                                                                      

                  

 780 x 520 x 3 bytes per pixel --- uncompressed size = 1216800

# bytes|Image name   |compression quality |compression ratio

1216854 Image2.bmp    original, uncompressed      1   : 1  

 149931 Image2090.jpg     90% JPEG quality        8.1 : 1

  79905 Image2070.jpg     70% JPEG quality       15.2 : 1

  58703 Image2050.jpg     50% JPEG quality       20.7 : 1

  42422 Image2030.jpg     30% JPEG quality       28.7 : 1

  19931 Image2010.jpg     10% JPEG quality       61.1 : 1
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JPEG Compression
• any thoughts as to why the different in compression ratios (at equal 

qualities) for the two images?
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JPEG Compression
• another   (trees)                                                                                          

 

1024 x 768 x 3 bytes per pixel --- uncompressed size = 2359296 bytes

# bytes|Image name   |compression quality |compression ratio

2359350 Image3.bmp    original, uncompressed      1   : 1  

 409263 Image3090.jpg     90% JPEG quality        5.8 : 1

 239650 Image3050.jpg     50% JPEG quality        9.8 : 1
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